This is a Writing and Reading Center course designed for students who want to improve their basic grammar skills. Topics covered include parts of speech, sentence structure, subject/verb agreement, prepositions, pronoun/antecedent agreement, adjective and adverb comparatives, and articles. This is a computer based course recommended for students enrolled in ESL G021, G031, and G041. 

PREREQUISITES:
COREQUISITES:
ADVISORIES:
ASSIGNED DISCIPLINES:
ESL
English
MATERIAL FEE: Yes [ ] No [X] Amount: $0.00
CREDIT STATUS: Noncredit [ ] Credit - Degree Applicable [ ] Credit - Not Degree Applicable [X]
GRADING POLICY: Pass/No Pass [X] Standard Letter [ ] Not Graded [ ] Satisfactory Progress [ ]
TRANSFER STATUS: CSU Transferable[ ] UC/CSU Transferable[ ] Not Transferable[X]
LEVELS BELOW TRANSFER:
CALIFORNIA CLASSIFICATION CODES: Y - Not Applicable
NON CREDIT COURSE CATEGORY: Y - Not applicable, Credit Course
OCCUPATIONAL (SAM) CODE: E
REPEATABLE ACCORDING TO STATE GUIDELINES: No [X] Yes [ ] NUMBER REPEATS:
REQUIRED FOR DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE: No [X] Yes [ ]
GE AND TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS MET:

COURSE LEVEL STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOME(S) Supported by this course:
1. compose simple and complex sentences that follow the basic rules of grammar and sentence structure.
2. demonstrate basic rules of grammar in complete sentences.
3. identify parts of speech.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
1. Identify different verb forms and write sentences that use verb forms correctly.
2. Identify correct verb tense in readings and write sentences that use verb tenses correctly.
3. Identify and label parts of speech in sentences.
4. Write sentences that use pronouns correctly.
5. Write sentences that apply rules of subject and verb agreement correctly.
6. Write sentences that use prepositions and articles correctly.

COURSE CONTENT:

LECTURE CONTENT:
A. Part of speech
   1. verbs
      a. irregular verbs
      b. tense
   2. nouns
      a. common
      b. proper
      c. concrete
      d. abstract
   3. pronouns
      a. first, second, and third person
      b. personal
      c. possessive
      d. noun/ pronoun agreement
   4. adjectives
   5. adverbs
   6. prepositions
   7. articles
B. Grammar
   1. action, being, and compound verbs
   2. subjects and compound subjects
   3. modifiers
   4. verbal phrases
   5. prepositional phrases

LABORATORY CONTENT:
A. Part of speech
   1. verbs
      a. irregular verbs
      b. tense
   2. nouns
      a. common
      b. proper
      c. concrete
      d. abstract
   3. pronouns
      a. first, second, and third person
      b. personal
      c. possessive
      d. noun/ pronoun agreement
   4. adjectives
   5. adverbs
   6. prepositions
   7. articles
B. Grammar
   1. action, being, and compound verbs
2. subjects and compound subjects
3. modifiers
4. verbal phrases
5. prepositional phrases

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:

A. Lab:
B. Independent Study:

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES:

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS:
Reading Assignments
Plato Learning Program (2006)

Out-of-class Assignments

Writing Assignments
Completing tutorials, quizzes, and written assignments.

METHODS OF STUDENT EVALUATION:
Short Quizzes
Written Assignments
Problem Solving Exercises
Skills Demonstration

Demonstration of Critical Thinking:
Following directions and applying new information to tutorials, quizzes, and written assignments

Required Writing, Problem Solving, Skills Demonstration:
Completing tutorials, quizzes, and written assignments.

TEXTS, READINGS, AND RESOURCES:

LIBRARY:
Adequate library resources include:

Comments:

Attachments:
Attached Files